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Abstract

We show that the conventional CUSUM test for structural change can be applied to coin-
tegrating regression residuals leading to a consistent residual-based test for the null hypothesis
of cointegration. The proposed tests are semiparametric and utilize fully modi7ed residuals to
correct for endogeneity and serial correlation and to scale out nuisance parameters. The limit
distribution of the test is derived under both the null and the alternative hypothesis. The tests are
easy to use and are found to perform quite well in a Monte Carlo experiment. c© 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

JEL classi3cation: C22

Keywords: Bandwidth; CUSUM test; Fully modi7ed regression; Null of cointegration; Residual based test;
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1. Introduction

In the last ten years, a substantial body of econometric theory has developed for test-
ing the presence of cointegration in time series models (see Phillips, 1991a; Stock and
Watson, 1988; Phillips and Ouliaris, 1990; Hansen, 1992a; Johansen, 1991, 1995; Park
et al., 1988, among others). In their original study, Engle and Granger (1987) suggest
testing cointegration by examining whether or not the residuals from the cointegrating
regression contain a unit root, and Phillips and Ouliaris (1990) study the asymptotic
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properties of these so-called residual-based tests. Stock and Watson (1988) propose the
‘common trends’ approach based on the fact that a vector time series cointegrated with
order r can be written as the sum of n − r common trends and an I(0) component.
Using the reduced rank regression technique, Johansen (1991, 1995) studied likelihood
inference based on a Gaussian error correction model and showed that the asymptotic
distribution of the likelihood ratio tests for cointegration is determined by a generalized
eigenvalue problem and has the form of a multivariate unit root distribution. More
recently, Phillips (1996) has proposed treating cointegrating rank as a matter of order
selection and gives methods for the joint determination of cointegrating rank and lag
order selection in vector autoregressions that have been shown to be consistent in Chao
and Phillips (1999).
Among these various tests for cointegration, the residual-based procedure has been

one of the more frequently used approaches in empirical research. The residual-based
procedure was analyzed and critical values were reported by Phillips and Ouliaris
(1990) and later by MacKinnon (1991). These tests take the residuals calculated from
the cointegrating regression (conventionally, a simple OLS regression among the levels
of economic time series) and apply unit root tests to the residuals. If there is no
cointegration among the individual time series, the residual process should contain a
unit root. Otherwise, if there is cointegration, the residuals will be stationary. Thus, unit
root tests can be applied to the residual process and the null hypothesis that there is a
unit root in the residual process corresponds to the null hypothesis of no cointegration
in the vector time series. These procedures are used in the same way as unit root tests,
but the data are the residuals from the cointegrating regression, and the alternative
hypothesis of cointegration is now the main hypothesis of interest.
Being unit root tests, these procedures are designed to test the null hypothesis of

no cointegration. Since cointegration is the primary interest, it is natural to consider
residual-based procedures that seek to test a null hypothesis of cointegration. Shin
(1994) used a component representation of the time series and proposed a residual-based
test for the null hypothesis of cointegration based on the KPSS (Kwiatkowski et al.,
1992) test for stationarity. Related, but less popular, methods have been considered by
Park (1990), and Park et al. (1988), among others.
As this paper shows, the null hypothesis of cointegration can be tested by directly

looking at the Kuctuation in the residual process of a cointegrating regression. In parti-
cular, we show that the conventional CUSUM (or MOSUM) test for structural stability
can also be applied to the residuals in a cointegrating regression and provide another
way of testing the null hypothesis of cointegration. The CUSUM test was introduced
by Brown et al. (1975) for the study of structural change and the original test statistic
was constructed based on cumulated sums of recursive residuals. Ploberger and Kramer
(1992) extended the CUSUM test to OLS residuals. Nowadays, these tests are widely
used in econometrics and statistics, and have become especially popular because they
draw attention to structural change and breakpoints in the data. This paper follows
up previous work on CUSUM tests and considers its extension to the residuals in
cointegrating regressions. To obtain a valid cointegrating CUSUM test, we modify OLS
regression by means of semiparametric corrections for serial correlation and endogeneity
and construct fully modi7ed (Phillips and Hansen, 1990) residuals so that the limit
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process of the corresponding partial sums can be expressed as a variance parameter
multiplied by a functional of Brownian motion that is free of nuisance parameters.
Under the null hypothesis of cointegration, Kuctuations in the residual process ut are
simply “equilibrium errors” and thus the cumulated sums of the cointegrating residuals
are of order n1=2: If the residuals display too much Kuctuation, we should reject the
null hypothesis of cointegration.
Closely related work to the work of the present paper is Hao and Inder (1996) 1 who

considered testing structural change in cointegrated regressions (i.e., 	= constant in
regression (4) in Section 2) based on the CUSUM statistic. While these authors focus
on the constancy of the regression parameter 	; we consider a residual-based test for
the null hypothesis of cointegration against the alternative of no cointegration. The two
models have the same behavior under the null hypotheses but are diOerent under the
alternatives. Readers are referred to Hao and Inder (1996) or an earlier version of the
current paper (Xiao and Phillips, 1998) for a detailed asymptotic analysis on the null
model.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the fully modi7ed CUSUM test

for cointegration. Consistency is studied in Section 3. Section 4 reports 7nite sample
size and power based on a Monte Carlo experiment and Section 5 concludes. Proofs
are given in the appendix.
In matters of notation, we use “⇒” to signify weak convergence of the associated

probability measures, [nr] to signify the integer part of nr; := to signify de7nitional
equality, and I(k) to denote integration of order k. Continuous stochastic processes such
as the Brownian motion B(r) on [0; 1] are usually written simply as B and integrals

∫
are understood to be taken over the interval [0; 1], unless otherwise speci7ed.

2. A CUSUM test for the null of cointegration

Consider an m-vector time series {zt} generated by
zt =�dt + zst ; (1)

where dt is the deterministic trend component with unknown coeRcient matrix � and
zst is the stochastic component. The leading cases of interest for dt are: (1) no trend
dt =0; (2) a constant term dt =1; and (3) a linear time trend dt =(1; t)′: The stochastic
component is an integrated process

zst = z
s
t−1 + �t ; t=1; : : : ; n; (2)

where the initial observation of zst is taken to be z
s
0 = 0; and the process {�t} is strictly

stationary and ergodic with zero mean, 7nite variance, and spectral density matrix
f��(�). For convenience in deriving asymptotic theory, we assume that the random
sequence {�t} follows a general linear process (Phillips and Solo, 1992) whose coef-
7cients satisfy the summability conditions given in the following assumption.

1 We thank the referees for bringing to our attention this related work.
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Assumption L (Linear process). �t =C(L)�t ; where �t is a white noise process with
zero mean and variance matrix �� ¿ 0; and C(L)=

∑∞
j=0 CjL

j; |C(1)| �=0; and∑∞
j=1 j

2|Cj|¡∞.

This assumption ensures that the partial sum process constructed from �t satis7es a
multivariate invariance principle: n−1=2

∑[nr]
t=1 �t ⇒ Bz(r); 06 r6 1; where Bz(r) is a

Brownian motion with long-run variance �=C(1)��C(1)′: We partition zst =(y
s
t ; x

s′
t )

′

into the scalar variate yst and the p-vector xst (m=p + 1) with the following con-
formable partition of zt ; �t ; Bz(r); and �:

zt =
[
yt
xt

]
1
p
; �t =

[
�1t
�2t

]
1
p
; Bz(r)=

[
By(r)
Bx(r)

]
1
p
;

�=
[
!yy !′

xy
!xy �xx

]
:

Following Phillips and Ouliaris (1990) and Hansen (1992a, b), we assume �xx ¿ 0 so
that cointegration among the elements of xst is excluded. If a p-vector 	 exists such
that

ut =yst − 	′xst (3)

is stationary with continuous spectral density fuu(�); then yst and x
s
t are cointegrated

in the sense of Engle and Granger (1987). If the process ut satis7es Assumption L,
then a functional limit theorem holds for the partial sums constructed from ut ; viz.
n−1=2

∑[nr]
t=1 ut ⇒ Bu(r)=BM (!2u); 06 r6 1; where !2u=2!fuu(0) is the long-run

variance of the process ut .
As discussed in Phillips (1986) and Phillips and Ouliaris (1990), the hypothe-

sis of interest can be formulated in terms of the variance parameters. Notice that
|�|=(!yy − !′

xy�
−1
xx !xy)|�xx|; so that if !y: x =!yy − !′

xy�
−1
xx !xy =0; � is singular,

and yst and x
s
t are cointegrated (Phillips, 1986). Thus, in terms of the conditional vari-

ance parameter !y: x, the null hypothesis of cointegration corresponds to H0 :!y: x =0;
and the alternative hypothesis of no cointegration is H1 :!y: x ¿ 0: Tests based on this
formulation in terms of the variance parameter were originally developed in Phillips
and Ouliaris (1988) and involve a null in which the parameter !y: x is on the boundary.
Their approach uses principal components and leads to a con7dence limit rather than
a formal statistical test of the null. For that reason, residual-based cointegration tests
(where H1 is the null) are considered to be more practical.
Combining models (1) and (3), we have the following representation

yt = "′dt + 	′xt + ut =#wt + ut ; (4)

where

#= ["′; 	′] and wt =
[
dt
xt

]
:

The residual-based test (Engle and Granger, 1987; Phillips and Ouliaris, 1990; Hansen
1992a) considers a null hypothesis of no cointegration and applies scalar unit root tests
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to the residuals of the cointegrating regression (4):

û t =yt − "̂′dt − 	̂′xt =yt − #̂wt: (5)

In this paper, we propose testing the null hypothesis of cointegration (H0) directly
by looking at the Kuctuation in the residual process û t : The intuition of the suggested
tests is as follows. If a long term equilibrium relationship exists between yt and xt ; i.e.,
yt and xt are cointegrated, then the residual process in the cointegrating regression (5)
should be stable and Kuctuations in û t reKect only equilibrium errors. Otherwise, the
Kuctuations in û t can be expected to be of a larger order of magnitude. Thus, the null
hypothesis of cointegration should be rejected whenever there is excessive Kuctuation
in the residuals of (5).
To measure the Kuctuation in the residual process, we consider the following cumu-

lated sum statistic (also see Remarks 1 and 2 below for related discussion)

max
k=1;:::; n

1√
n

∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
t=1

û t

∣∣∣∣∣ : (6)

We assume that there is a standardizing matrix Dn such that Dnd[nr] → d(r) as n→ ∞.
For the case of a linear trend, Dn=diag[1; n−1] and d(r)= (1; r)′: Under Assumption
L and the null of cointegration, the least squares estimator of the cointegrating vector
	; 	̂, is n-consistent and the asymptotic properties of 	̂ are well known (Park and
Phillips 1988; Phillips and Hansen 1990). Indeed,

n(	̂ − 	)⇒
[∫ 1

0
B xdB

′
xd

]−1 [∫ 1

0
B xd dBu + )xu

]
; (7)

where )xu=
∑∞
t=0 E(�2tu0) is a one-sided long-run covariance and B xd(r)=Bx(r) −

(
∫
Bxd′)(

∫
dd′)−1d(r): As a result, the partial sum of the residuals û t satis7es the

following invariance principle

n−1=2
[nr]∑
t=1

û t ⇒ f(r; Bu; B x; )ux); (8)

where f(r; Bu; B x; )ux) is a function of Bu(r); B x(r); and )ux: However, under the
alternative hypothesis of no cointegration (H1), the residual process of regression (5)
is nonstationary and the cumulated sum process constructed from ût has a larger order
of magnitude. It is easy to verify that in this case

∑[nr]
t=1 û t =Op(n

3=2): As a result, the
statistic (6) diverges at rate n under H1:
A valid test statistic should have a limit distribution that is free of nuisance parame-

ters under the null hypothesis. Notice that the limiting processes Bx(r) and Bu(r) in (8)
will be correlated Brownian motions whenever contemporaneous correlation between
�2t and ut exists. Despite super-consistency, 	̂ is second-order biased and the miscen-
tering eOect in the limit distribution (7) is reKected in )xu. As a result, the statistic
(6) cannot be used directly for testing cointegration.
To eliminate the nuisance parameters from the limiting null distribution, we con-

struct fully modi7ed (FM) residuals. Fully modi7ed least squares regression was orig-
inally proposed by Phillips and Hansen (1990) and further studied in Phillips (1995)
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with the intent of providing a regression based procedure for the optimal estimation of
cointegrating regressions. To construct fully modi7ed residuals, we consider the follow-
ing kernel estimates of !2u; )xu; �xx; )xx =

∑∞
t=0 E(�2t�

′
20), and �xu=

∑∞
t=−∞ E(�2tu0)

(see, e.g., Phillips, 1995):

!̂2u=
M∑

h=−M
k
(
h
M

)
Cuu(h); )̂xu=

M∑
h=0

k
(
h
M

)
Cxu(h);

)̂xx =
M∑
h=0

k
(
h
M

)
Cxx(h); �̂xu=

M∑
h=−M

k
(
h
M

)
Cxu(h);

�̂xx =
M∑

h=−M
k
(
h
M

)
Cxx(h);

where k(·) is the lag window de7ned on [−1; 1] with k(0)= 1, and M is the bandwidth
parameter satisfying the property that M → ∞ and M=n → 0 as the sample size
n → ∞: In later analysis, for notational convenience, we will also use the spectral
window corresponding to k(·); viz., K(�)= lim(2!M)−1∑h k(h=M)e

ih�: The quantities
Cuu(h); Cxu(h), and Cxx(h) are sample covariances de7ned by Cuu(h)= n−1

∑′ û t û t+h;
Cxu(h)= n−1

∑′Uxtû t+h; Cxx(h)= n−1
∑′UxtUx′t+h, where

∑′ signi7es summation
over 16 t; t + h6 n. Thus, Cxx(h)= n−1

∑n−h
t=1 UxtUx

′
t+h for h¿ 0. Under the null

hypothesis of cointegration, !̂2u; )̂xu; )̂xx; �̂xu; and �̂xx are consistent estimates of
!2u; )xu; )xx; �xu, and �xx:
Following Phillips and Hansen (1990) and Phillips (1995), we de7ne

y+t =yt −Ux′t �̂
−1
xx �̂xu and )̂

+
xu= )̂xu − )̂xx�̂

−1
xx �̂xu:

The fully modi7ed estimator of # is then de7ned by the following formula:

#̂
+
=

(∑
t

y+t w
′
t − [0; n)̂

+
xu]

)(∑
t

wtw′
t

)−1
and has an asymptotically mixed normal distribution.
The fully modi7ed residual process can be constructed based on y+t and #̂

+
:

û+t =y
+
t − #̂+

wt

and

n−1=2
[nr]∑
t=1

û+t ⇒ !u: x

W1(r)−
[∫ 1

0
dW1S ′

][∫ 1

0
SS ′
]−1 ∫ r

0
S


:=!u: xWd(r);

where !2u: x =!
2
u − �ux�−1

xx �xu; S(r)
′=(d(r)′; W2(r)′); W1(r) and W2(r) are 1 and

p-dimensional standard Brownian motions that are independent of each other.
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Table 1
Upper tail critical values for CSn: Case with no deterministic trend

Critical level 15% 10% 7:5% 5% 2:5% 1%

p=1 1:480 1:616 1:714 1:842 2:063 2:326
p=2 1:285 1:411 1:486 1:601 1:782 2:043
p=3 1:148 1:242 1:325 1:414 1:547 1:761
p=4 1:034 1:128 1:190 1:277 1:445 1:632

Since !̂2u: x = !̂
2
u − �̂ux�̂

−1
xx �̂xu is a consistent nonparametric estimator of !

2
u: x; we

obtain the following CUSUM test that is asymptotically free of nuisance parameters
and can be used in testing the null hypothesis of cointegration:

CSn= max
k=1;:::; n

1
!̂u: x

√
n

∣∣∣∣∣
k∑
t=1

û+t

∣∣∣∣∣ : (9)

We summarize the asymptotic distribution of CSn in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. Under the null hypothesis of cointegration; if ut satis3es Assumption L;
then; as n→ ∞;

CSn ⇒ sup
06r61

|Wd(r)|; (10)

where Wd(r)=W1(r)− [
∫ 1
0 dW1S ′][

∫ 1
0 SS

′]−1
∫ r
0 S.

Just like the limit distribution of the residual-based test for the null of no cointegra-
tion, the limiting variate (10) is dependent on the limiting function of the deterministic
trend, as well as the known dimensional constant p. For the case with no trend, critical
values have been computed based on a direct simulation with a sample size of n=2000
and 20,000 replications. These critical values are reported in Table 1. For cases where
dt equals a constant and a linear trend, tables of critical values can be found in Hao
and Inder (1996) and an early version of the current paper.

Remark 1. In principle, any other Kuctuation test statistics can be applied in the same
way. Generally speaking, if we consider a continuous functional h(·) that measures the
Kuctuation in the residual process and denote Yn(r)= 1=!̂u: x

√
n|∑[nr]

t=1 û
+
t |; h(Yn(r))

may be used as a test statistic (Xiao, 2001). For example, the MOSUM test with
cointegrating regression residuals can be constructed as follows

MSn= max
k=1;:::; n−[nh]

1
!̂u: x

√
n

∣∣∣∣∣
k+[nh]∑
t=k

û+t

∣∣∣∣∣ ; (11)

where 0¡h¡ 1 is a bandwidth parameter for the moving window, indicating the pro-
portion of û+t used to construct the moving sum. DiOering from the CUSUM test, where
more and more residual terms enter the cumulated sum, each moving sum (

∑k+[nh]
t=k+1 û

+
t )

in the MOSUM test contains a 7xed number of û+t . From the construction of the MO-
SUM test, it is apparent that the critical values of the detrended MOSUM test will
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depend on the width of the moving window. It can be shown that under the assump-
tions given in Theorem 1, the MOSUM test with cointegrating regression residuals
converges weakly to sup06r61−h |Wd(r + h)−Wd(r)|. Since the use of other types of
Kuctuation test statistics does not aOect our analysis in any substantive way, we will
focus our discussion on the CUSUM test to keep the discussion simple.

Remark 2. The limiting distribution of sup06r61 |Wd(r)| may be treated as an gener-
alized version of the classical KolmogoroO–SmirnoO type distribution. Notice that by
using the Cramer–von Mises type measure for the Kuctuation in residuals, we can de-
rive the Shin (1994) test. In this sense, both the CUSUM test and the Shin test can be
obtained by testing the Kuctuations in the residuals. Our procedure corresponds to the
KolmogoroO–SmirnoO test and the Shin test is of Cramer–von Mises type (Xiao, 2001).

3. Test consistency

This section considers the asymptotic behavior of the cointegrating CUSUM test
under the alternative hypothesis of no cointegration. It is important that a statistical
test be able to fully discriminate between the null and the alternative in large samples.
This is a nontrivial matter for the proposed test because both the numerator and the
denominator of the test statistic diverge under the alternative.
Under the alternative hypothesis, there is no cointegration between yt and xt and

(4) is commonly regarded as a spurious regression, whose asymptotic behavior was
studied by Phillips (1986). As a result, the partial sum of û+t has a diOerent order of
magnitude. In particular, it can be shown that maxk=1; :::; n (1=

√
n)|∑k

t=1 û
+
t | diverges as

n → ∞. However, notice that under H1, the nonparametric kernel estimators !̂
2
u; 0̂xu;

and �̂xu; which are constructed from the residuals of (5), diverge as well. In order to
prove consistency, we need to show that the denominator diverges at a slower rate.
Under H1 and Assumption L, the least squares estimator of 	 has a nondegenerate

limiting distribution as n→ ∞; viz.

	̂⇒
(∫

B xdB
′
xd

)−1(∫
B xdByd

)
= 1d;

where Byd; de7ned similarly to B xd, is the Hilbert projection of By(r) onto the space
orthogonal to d(r): The least-squares residual û t and its partial sum process have the
following asymptotic behavior:

n−1=2û [nr] ⇒ Byd(r)−
(∫

BydB
′
xd

)(∫
B xdB

′
xd

)−1
B xd(r):=Q(r);

n−3=2
[nr]∑
t=1

û t ⇒
∫ r

0
Q(s):= WQ(r):

The nonparametric kernel estimates play an important role in the proposed procedure
and aOect the order of magnitude of the test statistic. The following Lemma, which
is based on Phillips (1991b), gives some useful limit results for the nonparametric
estimates under the alternative hypothesis.
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Lemma 1. Under H1 and Assumption L; as n→ ∞; M → ∞; and M=n→ 0;

1
M
�̂xu ⇒ 2!K(0)

(∫ 1

0
dBxQ

)
+ �∗;

1
M
)̂xu ⇒ 2!K1(0)

(∫ 1

0
dBxQ

)
+ )∗;

1
nM
!̂2u: x ⇒ 2!K(0)

∫ 1

0
Q2;

where �∗=�xz3; )∗=)xz3; 3′=(1;−1′d); �xz = [!xy : �xx]; )xz =
∑∞
t=0 E(Ux0Uz

′
t)=

[)xy : )xx]; K(0)= 1
2!

∫
k(x) dx is the spectral window evaluated at 0; and K1(0)=

limM→∞ 1=2!M
∑M
h=0 k(h=M) is the one-sided counterpart of K(0).

Using the result of Lemma 1, we obtain the following theorem on the consistency
of the test CSn.

Theorem 2. Under H1 and Assumption L; as n → ∞; Pr[CSn¿Bn] → 1 for any
nonstochastic sequence Bn=o(n1=2M−1=2).

From Theorem 2, it is apparent that the behavior of CSn under the alternative hy-
pothesis is similar to that of the KPSS (Kwiatkowski et al., 1992) test in that the
divergence rate of CSn under H1 is dependent on the bandwidth expansion rate.

Remark 3. If we compare the proposed test with a CUSUM test for a structural break
(say, Hao and Inder (1996), Ploberger and Kramer (1992)), the statistical properties
of the residual process ut in these models do not change between the null and the
alternative hypothesis, and thus the order of magnitude of the scalar (the variance es-
timator !̂u: x) also does not change under the alternative hypothesis. However, in the
present paper, the behavior of ut changes fundamentally between the null and the alter-
native, and both the cumulated sum (in the numerator) and the variance estimator (in
the denominator) diverge under the alternative hypothesis, complicating the consistency
issue.

Remark 4. In stationary time series regression (i.e., with I(0) regressors, see Ploberger
and Kramer, 1992), the limiting distribution of the CUSUM statistic is asymptotically
invariant to the limit behavior of the regressors (only the constant term plays a role
in the limit). However, in the cointegrating CUSUM test (9), because of the larger
signal contained in the nonstationary regressors, the regressors do inKuence the limiting
distribution, and critical values of the test are dependent on the dimension of xt , re-
producing the well known phenomenon that arises in conventional residual-based tests
(Phillips and Ouliaris, 1990).

Remark 5. The nonparametric variance estimates that are used in the fully modi7ed
regression entail a choice of bandwidth M . Just like other statistical procedures that use
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nonparametric estimators, the 7nite sample performance of the proposed test depends on
the choice of bandwidth. The empirical size and power of the test can vary considerably
with bandwidth selection although, as long as the bandwidth M satis7es a certain
expansion rate, the semiparametric tests are asymptotically equivalent.

In the literature of covariance (or, more generally, spectral density) estimation, sev-
eral automatic bandwidth methods have been developed by Sheather (1986), Robinson
(1991), and Andrews (1991) among others. Since the focus of those papers was density
estimation itself, not hypothesis tests that may rely on such estimators, the criterion
functions are diOerent and it can be anticipated that optimal bandwidth choices will
change with the criterion functions, depending on the focus of interest in the study.
More importantly, traditional bandwidth selection methods in spectral density estimation
were derived for stationary time series with weak dependence. However, the stationar-
ity properties of the time series in the current paper change between H0 and H1. Thus,
taking into account the trade-oO between correct size and reasonable power, the optimal
bandwidth choices obtained in past studies may not be appropriate in our test. Indeed,
if we use the traditional data dependent bandwidth choices in cointegration tests, the
sampling performance of the tests may be good under the null hypothesis, but will be
poor under the alternative. For example, Andrews (1991) studied bandwidth selection
in nonparametric variance estimation based on minimizing the mean squared error of
the kernel variance estimator and found that the optimal bandwidth is given by a rule
of the form c(f; k)n1=3 for the Bartlett estimator, where c(f; k) is a function of the
unknown spectral density. A data dependent bandwidth choice can then be proposed by
estimating c(f; k) using a plug-in method. If we use this estimator in the cointegration
tests, the order of magnitude of [c(f; k) may change between H0 and H1. Actually,
[c(f; k) may diverge under the alternative, reducing the power of the test.

4. Finite sample performance

A Monte Carlo experiment was conducted to examine the 7nite sample performance
of the CUSUM test for cointegration. From the construction of the test, it is apparent
that its 7nite sample performance depends on the sample size n and the bandwidth
parameter M used to calculate the long-run variance and covariance parameters: Thus,
special attention is paid here to the eOects of the bandwidth and sample size on the
performance of these tests.
The data were generated from the following bivariate regression model

yt = 	xt + ut ; 	=1; (12)

where

ut = 5ut−1 + �t

and

Uxt = vt ; t=1; : : : ; n:
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The random vector (�t ; vt) is independently distributed as bivariate normal N (0; �); and

�=
[
1 8
8 1

]
:

The initial values are all set to be zero. We examined the test without trend (i.e.,
dt =0) and the linear trend case (i.e., dt =(1; t)). Thus, the corresponding 5% level
critical values are 1.842 (no trend case) and 0.834 (linear trend case), respectively.
In this model, the AR coeRcient 5 is a convenient nuisance parameter to investigate.

For |5|¡ 1; yt and xt are cointegrated, and when 5=1; there is no cointegration and
regression (12) is a spurious regression. As 5 approaches unity, there is more and
more persistence in the residual process. In consequence, it is anticipated that the
empirical rejection rate of these tests will increase as 5 increases, and the test will
overreject the null hypothesis of cointegration for large 5; depending on how close 5
is to unity. A wide range of 5 values has been considered in the simulation, including
5=0; 0:2; 0:4; 0:6; 0:8; 0:9; 0:95. We are especially interested in the case where 5 is close
to unity. In this case, the system is nearly cointegrated and overrejection will happen
more frequently. For this reason, three values (5=0:8; 0:9; 0:95) that are close to unity
are studied. These values are also commonly used in the Monte Carlo study for unit
root tests.
Notice that the bandwidth parameter M corresponds to the number of lags used

to calculate the long-run variance parameters: Intuitively, for 5¿ 0; the larger the 5
value; the longer the lags we should need. Thus, for small 5; we expect that a small
bandwidth value should provide reasonably good 7nite sample performance. As 5 in-
creases, we need a larger M to estimate the long-run variance parameters. This intuition
is con7rmed in the simulation results. In the experiment, we have also examined the
performance of the test for diOerent choices of the correlation coeRcient 8. Since the
results are qualitatively similar, we report the results for the case where 8=0:7.
The experiment considered the following sample sizes: n=100; 200; 300; 500: These
sample sizes were chosen because they represent the most relevant range of sample
sizes in empirical work. All experiments use 5000 replications. For the kernel function,
the Bartlett window is used, following Kwiatkowski et al. (1992), so that nonnegativity
of the variance estimator is guaranteed.
Since the bandwidth is an important parameter in the construction of the test statistic,

we examined the test based on quite a few diOerent choices of bandwidth: M1=1,
M2=3, M3= [4(n=100)1=4]; M4= [0:5n1=3], M5= [n1=3], M6= [2n1=3], M7= Andrews
(1991) AR(1) plug-in estimator. The 7rst two bandwidth values are 7xed and relatively
small. Thus, only when 5 is close to zero will the test using these bandwidth choices
have reasonably good performance. The other 7ve bandwidth choices are all increasing
with the sample size. M3 is of order n1=4 and has been used in Schwert (1989),
Kwiatkowski et al. (1992), and other simulations. In the spectral density estimation of
stationary time series, the optimal bandwidth is O(n1=3) for the Bartlett kernel. For this
reason, we considered several bandwidth choices that are of order n1=3. In particular,
M4, M5; and M6 are all of order n1=3 but have diOerent 7xed scalars. M7= 9̂(f)n1=3

is the data dependent bandwidth using the AR(1) plug-in.
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Table 2
Empirical size, n=100

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

No trend case
5=0 0:025 0:020 0:017 0:022 0:017 0:009 0:023
5=0:2 0:041 0:022 0:019 0:031 0:019 0:009 0:025
5=0:4 0:080 0:031 0:022 0:049 0:022 0:013 0:022
5=0:6 0:180 0:046 0:028 0:086 0:028 0:014 0:017
5=0:8 0:304 0:112 0:075 0:215 0:075 0:014 0:016
5=0:9 0:511 0:285 0:158 0:435 0:158 0:025 0:021
5=0:95 0:606 0:396 0:308 0:525 0:308 0:052 0:025

Linear time trend
5=0 0:023 0:021 0:019 0:023 0:019 0:034 0:023
5=0:2 0:061 0:031 0:027 0:043 0:027 0:030 0:031
5=0:4 0:151 0:053 0:042 0:078 0:042 0:035 0:032
5=0:6 0:325 0:105 0:069 0:182 0:069 0:039 0:040
5=0:8 0:717 0:289 0:184 0:463 0:184 0:047 0:159
5=0:9 0:862 0:509 0:352 0:698 0:352 0:051 0:215
5=0:95 0:905 0:606 0:445 0:752 0:445 0:048 0:365

Table 3
Empirical size, n=200

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

No trend case
5=0 0:027 0:021 0:019 0:021 0:014 0:010 0:026
5=0:2 0:044 0:023 0:022 0:035 0:018 0:012 0:032
5=0:4 0:090 0:031 0:029 0:046 0:025 0:014 0:031
5=0:6 0:210 0:049 0:034 0:095 0:028 0:016 0:024
5=0:8 0:412 0:163 0:092 0:297 0:075 0:029 0:019
5=0:9 0:646 0:381 0:248 0:556 0:236 0:049 0:015
5=0:95 0:855 0:656 0:483 0:802 0:459 0:109 0:027

Linear time trend
5=0 0:038 0:033 0:032 0:036 0:031 0:032 0:036
5=0:2 0:080 0:047 0:041 0:060 0:036 0:027 0:047
5=0:4 0:182 0:075 0:060 0:110 0:050 0:036 0:044
5=0:6 0:445 0:152 0:113 0:235 0:088 0:052 0:056
5=0:8 0:807 0:452 0:316 0:650 0:231 0:086 0:069
5=0:9 0:906 0:772 0:645 0:885 0:526 0:156 0:094
5=0:95 0:949 0:855 0:788 0:915 0:718 0:265 0:096

We examined the size and power of the residual-based procedures. In particular,
Table 2 reports the empirical size of tests corresponding to diOerent serial correlation
(5) and bandwidth (M) choices at the 5% level and for the sample size n=100: Tables
3–5 report the empirical size for cases of n=200; 300; and 500. When the value of 5
is taken to be unity, the rejection rates provide the empirical power of the residual-based
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Table 4
Empirical size, n=300

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

No trend case
5=0 0:029 0:027 0:024 0:027 0:019 0.011 0:031
5=0:2 0:045 0:034 0:028 0:034 0:021 0.018 0:046
5=0:4 0:094 0:036 0:032 0:036 0:028 0.022 0:043
5=0:6 0:225 0:061 0:036 0:061 0:035 0.028 0:041
5=0:8 0.433 0:135 0.078 0:135 0:065 0.036 0:039
5=0:9 0.698 0:361 0.202 0:361 0:175 0.049 0:031
5=0:95 0.801 0:603 0.446 0:603 0:429 0.122 0:034

Linear time trend
5=0 0.039 0.038 0.039 0.038 0.036 0.034 0.039
5=0:2 0.091 0.053 0.046 0.053 0.044 0.042 0.049
5=0:4 0.205 0.091 0.062 0.091 0.055 0.046 0.052
5=0:6 0.489 0.169 0.095 0.169 0.085 0.056 0.060
5=0:8 0.839 0.514 0.279 0.514 0.212 0.085 0.077
5=0:9 0.941 0.826 0.617 0.826 0.522 0.165 0.094
5=0:95 0.965 0.935 0.833 0.935 0.762 0.345 0.083

Table 5
Empirical size, n=500

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

No trend case
5=0 0:035 0:034 0:034 0:034 0:032 0:027 0:055
5=0:2 0:059 0:045 0:043 0:045 0:038 0:028 0:056
5=0:4 0:099 0:051 0:046 0:051 0:040 0:030 0:051
5=0:6 0:230 0:069 0:048 0:069 0:041 0:030 0:050
5=0:8 0.489 0.201 0.109 0:201 0:060 0:039 0:047
5=0:9 0.722 0.509 0.262 0:509 0:191 0:051 0:039
5=0:95 0.848 0.775 0.655 0:775 0:502 0:163 0:036

Linear time trend
5=0 0.041 0.038 0.039 0.038 0.037 0.032 0.041
5=0:2 0.097 0.057 0.046 0.057 0.044 0.039 0.047
5=0:4 0.213 0.089 0.065 0.089 0.060 0.055 0.057
5=0:6 0.524 0.172 0.103 0.172 0.087 0.078 0.078
5=0:8 0.883 0.517 0.265 0.517 0.179 0.092 0.090
5=0:9 0.952 0.863 0.705 0.863 0.506 0.171 0.102
5=0:95 0.989 0.962 0.895 0.962 0.810 0.385 0.135

test and these are reported in Table 6 for diOerent choices of the bandwidth parameter.
Both the case without a trend and the linear trend case are reported. In particular, the
top panels in these tables reports the results with no trend and the bottom panels gives
results with a linear trend.
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Table 6
Empirical power

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7

No trend case
n=100 0:784 0:501 0:400 0:631 0:400 0:145 0:031
n=200 0:947 0:798 0:727 0:875 0:665 0:358 0:025
n=300 0:973 0:896 0:794 0:896 0:762 0:452 0:045
n=500 0:992 0:962 0:914 0:962 0:806 0:635 0:047

Linear time trend
n=100 0.925 0.666 0.529 0.815 0.529 0.092 0.322
n=200 0.992 0.938 0.886 0.972 0.825 0.416 0.112
n=300 0.999 0.982 0.935 0.982 0.902 0.606 0.091
n=500 0.999 0.998 0.992 0.998 0.979 0.804 0.253

From Tables 2–5, we can see that the tests have reasonable size if the bandwidth is
appropriately chosen. The poor cases are those with large 5 and small M; and those
with a small sample and large M . For cases with large 5 (¿ 0:6), the problem of
overrejection is severe when M =1 or 3 because, according to the asymptotic theory,
the validity of the tests requires M to increase with n in this case. Size distortion is
especially large when 5=0:9; or 0:95 because in these cases the residuals are nearly
integrated. A very large bandwidth is needed to reduce the size distortion for cases
with large 5. We also see that as the sample size increases, for large enough bandwidth
choices, the size property is reasonably good, corroborating the asymptotic theory.
Table 6 reports simulation results on the power of these tests. Again, the eOects of the

bandwidth and the sample size on the power of the tests are considered. The tests have
good power in many cases (except for those with small samples and large bandwidths,
and those using M7). As anticipated from test consistency, for each bandwidth choice,
the power increases as n increases. It is also apparent from Table 6 that for each
sample size, the power decreases as the bandwidth parameter increases. According to
the asymptotic analysis, the distribution of the tests under the alternative hypothesis
depends on n=M; with large M (given n) generally reducing power.
A 7nal word on the test using bandwidth M7: In this case, the test has good size

property but almost no power. Notice that, corresponding to the AR(1) plug-in method,
M7=1:1447(9̂n)1=3 where 9̂=48̂2=(1− 8̂2)2 and 8̂ is the AR(1) coeRcient estimator.
Under the alternative hypothesis, 9̂ actually diverges to ∞: In fact, M7 is of order n
under the alternative. As a result, the test is no longer consistent and has no asymptotic
power against H1.

5. Conclusion

This paper shows how the CUSUM test for structural change can be applied to coin-
tegrating regression residuals. In particular, residual-based tests for the null hypothesis
of cointegration can be constructed by looking at Kuctuations in the residuals from
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the cointegrating regression. Asymptotic distributions of these tests were derived under
both the null hypothesis and the alternative of no cointegration. The limit distributions
are nonstandard and are functions of several Brownian motions, but depend only on
the dimension of the system and on the form of any deterministic detrending. The new
tests are shown to be consistent and their asymptotic behavior under the alternative is
similar to that of the KPSS tests in the sense that their divergence rate depends on the
bandwidth parameter. These tests complement conventional residual-based procedures
and are a companion to the work of Hao and Inder (1996) on the use of CUSUM
tests for structural breaks in cointegrating regression.
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Appendix A. Proofs

In this appendix, we give proofs for the results under H1: For asymptotic analysis of
the test under H0; readers are referred to Hao and Inder (1996) or an earlier version of
the current paper (Xiao and Phillips, 1998) which may be obtained from the authors.

A.1. Proof of Lemma 1

By de7nition,

�̂xu=
M∑

h=−M
k
(
h
M

)
Cxu(h);

where

Cxu(h)=
1
n

∑
t

Uxtû t+h; 16 t; t + h6 n:

Let z′t =(y t; x
′
t) be the OLS detrended zt , then

û t =yt − w′
t #̂=(yt; w

′
t)
(

1
−#̂

)
= z′t

(
1
−	̂
)
:

Thus

�̂xu=
M∑

h=−M
k
(
h
M

)(
1
n

∑
t

Uxtz′t+h

)(
1
−	̂
)
; 16 t; t + h6 n:
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Following similar arguments as in Phillips (1991b) and with M =O(n1=3) as n→ ∞;
we have

1
M

M∑
h=−M

k
(
h
M

)[
1
n

∑
t

Uxtz′t+h

]

⇒ 2!

(
1
2!

∫ 1

−1
k(s) ds

)∫ 1

0
dBxB′zd + �xz

=2!K(0)
∫ 1

0
dBxB′zd + �xz;

where Bzd(r)=Bz(r)− (
∫
Bzd′)(

∫
dd′)−1d(r). Under the alternative hypothesis,

	̂⇒
(∫

B xdB
′
xd

)−1(∫
B xdByd

)
= 1d;

thus

1
M
�̂xu =

[
1
M

M∑
h=−M

k
(
h
M

)(
1
n

∑
t

Uxtz′t+h

)](
1
−	̂
)

⇒
[
2!K(0)

∫ 1

0
dBxB′zd + �xz

](
1

−1d
)

= 2!K(0)
∫ 1

0
dBxB′zd3+ �xz3

= 2!K(0)
∫ 1

0
dBx[Byd − 1′dB xd] + �xz3

= 2!K(0)
∫ 1

0
dBxQ + �∗:

Similarly, we can show that

1
M
0̂xu ⇒ 2!K1(0)

∫ 1

0
dBxB′zd3+ )xz3=2!K1(0)

∫ 1

0
dBxQ + )∗:

For !̂2u: x = !̂
2
u − �̂ux�̂

−1
xx �̂xu; we 7rst look at !̂

2
u: Notice that

!̂2u=
M∑

h=−M
k
(
h
M

)
Cuu(h);

where

Cuu(h)=
1
n

∑
t

û t û t+h=
1
n

∑
t

(1; −	̂) ztz
′
t+h

(
1
−	̂
)
; 16 t; t + h6 n:
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Hence, by the same argument as before, for M =O(n1=3) as n→ ∞; we have
1
nM
!̂2u =

1
M

M∑
h=−M

k
(
h
M

)[
1
n
Cuu

]

⇒ 2!K(0)
∫ 1

0
Q2:

Thus, under the alternative,

!̂2u=Op(nM); �̂ux =Op(M) and �̂ux�̂
−1
xx �̂xu=Op(M

2);

1
nM
!̂2u: x =

1
nM
!̂2u −

1
nM
�̂ux�̂

−1
xx �̂xu

=
1
nM
!̂2u + op(1)

⇒ 2!K(0)
∫ 1

0
Q2:

A.2. Proof of Theorem 2

Under the alternative hypothesis,

û+t = y
+
t − w′

t #̂
+

= yt − w′
t #̂ −Ux′t �̂

−1
xx �̂xu + w

′
t

(∑
s

wsw′
s

)−1

×
(∑

s

wsUx′s�̂
−1
xx �̂xu + [n)̂

+
xu 0]

)

= û t −Ux′t �̂
−1
xx �̂xu + w

′
t

(∑
s

wsw′
s

)−1

×
(∑

s

wsUx′s�̂
−1
xx �̂xu + [n)̂

+
xu 0]

)
:

By the result of Lemma 1 and notice that

)̂
+
xu= )̂xu − )̂xx�̂

−1
xx �̂xu=Op(M);

we have

1
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(
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×
(∑

s

wsUx′s�̂
−1
xx �̂xu + [n)̂

+
xu 0]

)

=
1
n3=2

[nr]∑
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û t + op(1)
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M
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√
M
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0
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06r61

∣∣ WQ(r)∣∣ :
The result of Theorem 2 then follows immediately.
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